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I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient charge mapping is crucial to electrostatics in
Molecular Dynamics simulations due to the computational
intensity of high order interpolations. For proteins, such as
ApoA1, these calculations can require > 40M FLOPs as
opposed to ≈ 2.5M FLOPs for the subsequent 3D FFT. Accel-
erators such as GPUs and FPGAs have been shown to exploit
the large potential for both data and task parallelism. Typical
GPU codes, such as [1]–[4], avoid atomic operations and
thread divergence through complex algorithms at the expense
of an increase in both memory and compute transactions.
On FPGAs, resource constraints have only allowed low order
(bicubic) interpolations [5]. In our work, we explore methods
for reducing both compute and memory intensities of charge
mapping algorithms on GPUs which lead to significantly
smaller execution timeframes. We also design implementations
of higher order charge mapping that can fit completely on
newer FPGA technologies.

II. GPU MAPPING

Our GPU implementations are aimed at optimizing both
compute and memory operations. Particles are presorted into
bins with all entities in a bin affecting the same 64 grid points.
When contiguous bins are assigned to blocks within the GPU,
spatial locality can be exploited more effectively.

The Particle Centric (PC) compute perspective assigns a
single unique bin to each thread. Threads iterate over the
contents of these bins, compute 64 partial charges and accu-
mulate results in global memory using atomic accumulation.
Regular access patterns for writes, similar to that shown in [4],
ensure threads within a warp do not compete for resources.
Atomic operations reduce memory transactions by allowing
results to be stored directly in memory instead of temporary
arrays (accumulated to grid points in a separate kernel [3],
[4]). Dummy particles are not used since threads remain idle
after processing their assigned bins and thread divergence does
not occur. Warps will thus execute for the local maxima of bin
size rather than the global maxima (as in [4]).

The Grid Centric (GC) compute perspective assigns a
unique grid point to each thread (similar to [2]). Threads
determine the 64 bins that will contribute charges to this grid
point, fetch appropriate bins, determine the manner in which
each bin will interact (based on their seperation), accumulate
results locally and write the final charge value to global
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memory. The GC kernel is more computationally intensive
but does not require any atomic operations. Similar to PC, by
avoiding dummy particles, we reduce the time taken by warps
to execute.

III. FPGA MAPPING

In our preliminary FPGA implementation [6], we have
worked on three key design aspects.

1) Coordinates and Indexing. Expressing scaled particle
coordinates as fixed point variables enables the integer
bits to be used as grid cell indexes and fraction bits as
inputs to the basis functions. All other inputs, outputs
and intermediate variables are single precision floating
points to ensure accuracy.

2) Charge Density Computation.The 64 partial charge
contributions of each particle are computed in parallel
using fully pipelined and concurrent modules. These
pipelines read particle data from the database, com-
pute basis function values using LUTs or DSP units,
multiply with particle charge and accumulate in on-
chip grid memory (BRAMs). LUTs increase memory
requirements but use fewer DSPs; the latter typically
being a more scarce resource.

3) Memory Interleaving. BRAMs are accessed in parallel
using memory interleaving, with each partial charge
written to a separate memory block. This allows all
writes for a particle to occur in a single cycle. Writes
are aligned to appropriate blocks using multiplexers.

IV. RESULTS

A. System Specifications

We tested our implementations using the ApoA1 (92K
particles) and DMPC (68K particles) benchmarks. NAMD [7]
CPU code is run on a single core of an Intel Core i5-4570
operating at 2.9 GHz. GPU codes are tested on the TESLA
M2070 (440 cores) and the TESLA k40m (2880 cores). In both
cases, the programs are compiled using CUDA NVCC 7.5. For
our FPGA design, we generated post place and route statistics
for Altera Arria 10 and Altera Stratix 5. The design was
then implemented on an Altera Stratix 5 board. Performance
is measured as the average throughput achieved i.e. mapped
Particles per micro-second (PPUS).

B. Performance

1) GPU: Table II presents the performance of Particle
Centric and Grid Centric codes. In all cases, exploiting locality
through binning significantly increases throughput. PC codes



TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION STATISTICS, POST-PLACE-AND-ROUTE, FOR CHARGE ASSIGNMENT.

Architecture Logic Utilization Registers Memory Block Bytes DSP Blocks Maximum Frequency
Arria-10 (LUT, n=11) 13,246 (3%) 202 192KB (3%) 192 (13%) 269.03MHz
Stratix-5 (LUT, n=11) 50,704 (19%) 44,180 192KB (3%) 192 (10%) 252.59MHz
Arria-10 (LUT, n=14) 13,246 (3%) 202 640KB (10%) 192 (13%) 269.03MHz
Stratix-5 (LUT, n=14) 50,704 (19%) 44,180 640KB (10%) 192 (10%) 252.59MHz

Arria-10 (Direct) 3,752 (1%) 11,299 128KB (2%) 319 (20%) 570.45MHz
Stratix-5 (Direct) 62,617 (24%) 160,703 128KB (2%) 223 (11%) 450.00MHz

Memory Interleaving 1,451 (1%) 3788 128KB (2%) 64 (4%) 513.35MHz

have relatively higher performance than GC codes, with the
difference becoming greater with better atomic hardware in
k40m.

TABLE II
GPU CHARGE MAPPING PERFORMANCE (PPUS)

NVIDIA M2070 NVIDIA K40m
Code ApoA1 DMPC ApoA1 DMPC

PC Baseline 5.6 5.1 129.7 124.0
PC Optimized 50.9 45.9 198.4 194.0
GC Baseline 2.4 2.0 3.5 3.3

GC Optimized 15.2 14.1 26.6 28.2

Table III illustrates the results of profiling our optimized PC
and GC implementations for the ApoA1 benchmark. The PC
code performance is observed to have orders of magnitude
fewer compute and memory transactions. PC kernels read a
single bin per thread into private memory and utilize all basis
function values to compute partial charge contributions for
64 grid points. The latency of atomic accumulations for a
given particle is masked by the computations for the next
particle in the bin. Moreover, hardware support for floating
point atomic operations (≈ 400K total) and low resource
contention reduce stall penalties. GC kernels read 64 bins,
compute all basis function values for each particle (to avoid
thread divergence) and only use one value per dimension to
compute the contributions to a single grid point. Since the
write transaction occurs at the end of the kernel, it cannot be
masked by computations.

TABLE III
PROFILE STATISTICS FOR OPTIMIZED GPU IMPLEMENTATIONS

Metric Particle Centric Grid Centric
Global Load 85,372 3,834,694
Global Store 0 1022
Local Load 578,396 1,650,781
Local Store 175,951 1,650,781

L2 Read 3,439,981 17,178,508
Single Precision FLOPs 17,333,048 56,983,823
Double Precision FLOPs 3,873,408 72,334,599

Instructions Executed 2,892,563 42,690,098

C. FPGA

Table I illustrates the post place and route statistics of
our FPGA design on Altera Arria 10 and Altera Stratix 5.
Look Up Tables are implemented using multiple precisions
for both devices. We found that the high resource availability

on newer FPGA technologies not only fits the complete charge
mapping module, but can also enable us to implement a
complete electrostatics design on a single FPGA. To measure
throughput, we implemented the system on a Stratix 5 board.
The ApoA1 benchmark was ported and particle data was
stored in on-chip BRAMs. Our design was found to operate
at 450MHz with a throughput of 1 particle per cycle.

D. Impact

We compare our best implementations with existing CPU
(NAMD) and GPU (FENZI [2] on TESLA k40m) codes.
Figure 1 illustrates this performance comparison. Overall,
our optimizations did significantly better with a speed up of
> 62× over NAMD and > 30× over FENZI. For GPU based
codes, we determined that low complexity kernels with fewer
memory operations outweigh the performance degradation of
atomic operations in an applications like MD charge mapping.
The FPGA implementation gave the highest throughput since
memory interleaving allowed all reads and write to occur
in a single cycle while deep pipelines enable high operating
frequencies.

Fig. 1. Throughput comparison with existing CPU and GPU implementations.
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